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Abstract

Knowledge engineering from experimental design
(KEfED) is a novel approach based on the depen-
dency relationships that occur between the variables
of a scientific study. We used this approach to curate
the experimental designs of ten scientific papers from a
well-established database of HIV vaccine trials in non-
human primates. The KEfED models provide a charac-
teristic, data-oriented signature for each measurement
made in the study. We present preliminary analysis of
these manually-curated, detailed representations using
our own open-source curation tools and show the multi-
variate statistical analyses on the resultant models of ex-
perimental design. The analyses produced a visualiza-
tion of the similarities between studies and an account
of the dependency relationships across studies. We de-
scribe our approach in the context of a knowledge engi-
neering strategy based on creating large-scale domain-
independent repositories of experimental observations.

In his classic work on the structure of scientific revolutions,
Thomas Kuhn argues that the process of discovery is often
triggered by crises sparked by anomalies between theory and
experiment (Kuhn 1996). Developing a framework to cap-
ture these differences between interpretive predictions and
observational data is therefore a key strategic goal for dis-
covery informatics. Figure 1 shows our cyclic model for sci-
entific reasoning, called ‘Cycles of Scientific Investigation
or ‘CoSI’ (Russ et al. 2011; Helmer et al. 2011), echoing
a similar view from other researchers (Clark and Kinoshita
2007; Soldatova and Rzhetsky 2011).

Within the CoSI model, the challenge of discovery in-
formatics centers around analyzing scientific knowledge to
generate the key questions in a field that can then be investi-
gated experimentally. The analysis and investigation cycles
typically requires the highest level of human expertise to ex-
ecute and falls beyond the capabilities of current informatics
systems to automate. We highlight this to provide a strategic
goal and to contextualize our approach, described below.

The distinction between interpretations (expert, domain-
specific knowledge required to construct theories, make
predictions and plan experiments), and ‘observations’
(technically-defined details describing the protocols and the
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Figure 1: High-level design of the ‘CoSI model’.

data underlying experimental work) is usually overlooked
within biomedical informatics applications. Whereas inter-
pretations require expert knowledge, are more subjective and
are highly domain-specific, we claim that observations re-
quire less expertise to define, are more objective (unless the
experimental work described was poorly executed) and are
not domain-specific. For example, neuroscientists, oncolo-
gists and marine biologists all use immunohistochemistry
to show the distribution of proteins in mounted tissue. The
interpretations of such data would vary depending on each
context. Our aim to provide knowledge engineering tools
that focus on widely reused observations in different inter-
pretive contexts as informatics infrastructure.

The statistical assertions that form the basis of observa-
tions are grounded on the interactions of variables. These
elements are used implicitly across almost all biomedical
knowledge resources, including the tables, figures and text
of research articles; structured column and table headings
in databases; and some elements of community-derived on-
tologies and ’minimum-information’ data models. They are
ubiquitous, and yet there have been relatively few attempts
to formulate systems that explicitly model and exploit ex-
perimental variables as fundamental building blocks.

Our work centers around one such attempt, called
‘Knowledge Engineering from Experimental Design’ (or
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‘KEfED’). We focus on capturing the dependency relation-
ships between variables forming the parameters, measure-
ments and calculations of individual studies as the basis of
a generic formalism (Russ et al. 2011). By looking closely
at the structure of observational data within experimental
protocols (represented using a relatively simple, lightweight
approach), we are developing resources and approaches to
biomedical informatics that are (a) comprehensible to bi-
ologists, (b) representative of the logical processes used
by bench scientists to perform experiments and (c) generic
enough to be applicable to fields that are not currently well-
supported with extensive bioinformatics tools or systems.

The LANL HIV Vaccine Trials Database
In 2009, roughly 0.5% of humanity was living with HIV /
AIDS (assuming a global population of 6.8 billion at the
time and an estimated number of people infected at 33.4
million; source: US Census and UNAIDS 2009). A safe,
effective vaccine for HIV could save tens of millions of
lives and non-human primates provide the best animal model
for this disease. A prominent system cataloging HIV-related
vaccination protection studies in primates is the HIV Trial
Database of the Los Alamos National Laboratories (LANL)
(Foley et al. 2007). The database contains high-quality,
hand-curated accounts of HIV vaccine protection studies in
non-human primates that provides us with an excellent use-
case for the KEfED approach. Vaccine protection studies are
comprised of a wide variety of interventions, assays, entities,
parameters and measurements. The LANL system is an ideal
vehicle that allows us to develop the KEfED approach as a
general vehicle for structuring meta-analysis across studies.

Systems and technology
Our goal is to provide functional software to the commu-
nity for the construction, dissemination and usage of KEfED
models within a laboratory’s day-to-day function. This in-
cludes the development of an ‘ontology design pattern’
called ‘the ontology of experimental variables and values’
(OoEVV) to gather definitions of variables for use in KEfED
models (Burns and Dave 2012). The KEfED editing soft-
ware in its current form provides a means for a biologist
to draw a graphical model of the experimental protocol that
tracks the dependency of measurements to be traced back
to a set of parameters that form the overall ‘experimental
context’ of a given measurement. An example of this depen-
dency is shown in Figure 2 for measuring the cytotoxic T-
lymphocyte (CTL) response in the post-immunization phase
of a vaccination study (Belyakov et al. 2001). ‘CTL re-
sponse’ (marked ‘6’ in Fig. 2) is a measurement that depends
on the parameters marked ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’ and ‘4’.

Thus, the KEfED approach provides us with the means of
analyzing the underlying structure of experiments in a prin-
cipled way. The dependency signatures of measurements
across multiple experiments vary as the organization and
values of parameters are chosen to address different research
questions. At this early stage, we use simple exploratory
multivariate statistical approaches such as multidimensional
scaling (Cox and Cox 1995) to examine the patterns within a
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Figure 2: Dependency relations between variables in
(Belyakov et al. 2001).

collection of ten detailed KEfED models of individual stud-
ies. We will describe the software development used to con-
struct our systems; the curation and modeling work needed
to construct the models; and the analysis approaches used
for the results reported here. We will describe our findings
and conclude with a discussion of related and future work.

Methods
KEfED software development
Our current and future development work are constructed
on the View Primitive Data Model framework (VPDMf),
a system that uses an object-oriented data model with
graph-based ’views’ that traverse an application-specific
data model. VPDMf provides an encapsulation mechanism
for querying and manipulating data across classes (Burns et
al. 2003). In a similar way to the ‘Ruby on Rails’ agile ap-
proach to developing web-applications, the VPDMf acts as a
scaffolding framework to generate source code (within mul-
tiple implementation environments in our case) that supports
interoperability between different components by virtue of
being created from the same underlying design. It allows
us to use a single schema as the definition of a MySQL
database, Java classes, an OWL ontology (and other compo-
nents for other applications). The underlying UML design
for the KEfED system in shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: UML representation of the KEfED and OoEVV
models.

Each individual KEfED model element is simply a typed
node (denoting processes, entities, control points and vari-
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ables in a specific experimental protocol) in a graph struc-
ture that links to definitions from the OoEVV system. Thus,
each OoevvElementSet provides a vocabulary of ele-
ments that each individual KefedModel joins together in
a particular configuration. Note that the current distribution
of the full KEfED editing tool was built with a slightly dif-
ferent (but fully compatible) data model and we are in the
process of transitioning that tool to the design in Figure 3.

Manual curation of vaccine protection studies from
the LANL database

We performed manual curation of KEfED models di-
rectly from research articles already curated into the LANL
database. For each study from the LANL database, we have
a means to check if the conclusions drawn by the domain
experts at LANL can be derived from our emergent models.
For our curation, we first identified the basic constants of the
study (such as the species, vaccine and challenge), identified
the immunization regimen and noted the techniques used
along with their associated variables. Next, we sketched a
logical flowchart of the protocol and then transferred this
to the KEfED editor software based on all elements of the
protocol. Finally, we instantiated the constants and parame-
ters with data from the paper. For each paper, we have con-
structed the structure of the experimental design and instan-
tiated the values of parameters, but not the data resulting
from each experiment.

KEfED modeling makes reading papers easier. The
time taken for the curation of each paper was roughly equiv-
alent to that required to read it in depth (assuming the cura-
tor is trained in the use of our modeling tool). This process
of model construction provided a structure that immediately
supported comprehension of the data itself (see Figure 4).

In its 2007 report (Foley et al. 2007), the LANL vac-
cine trials database curated summary statements to repre-
sent the main findings of studies as natural language as-
sertions. The first statement is as follows: “Mucosal SIV
specific CTL can be induced by intrarectal immunization
of macaques with synthetic-peptide vaccine coupled with
LT(R192G) adjuvant” (case NHP.1, Finding 1). The asser-
tion or main finding was an interpretation of the data shown
in Figure 4. When examining the design of the complex
data required to support the assertion, it is apparent that the
values of the parameters and measurements traced in the
KEfED model from Figure 2 directly correspond to the data
reported in the paper. Thus, we are able to represent each
data-point individually within the KEfED model (the num-
bered axis labels, 1-5, directly correspond to variable defini-
tions shown in Fig. 2). We curated ten papers to provide the
corpus for our subsequent analysis: (Belyakov et al. 2001;
Patterson et al. 2001; Cafaro et al. 2001; Fuller et al. 2002;
Muthumani et al. 2003; Buge et al. 2003; Lun et al. 2004;
Rosati et al. 2005; Belyakov et al. 2006; Gomez-Roman et
al. 2006).

Fig. 2 Induction of CTLs speci�c for SIV Gag CL10, Gag 372 or Pol 143, as indicated,

in MLN, colonic lamina propria, PBMCs and ALN of group C macaques after 8 in-

trarectal immunizations with HIV/SIV peptide and LT(R192G). , lysis of targets

with speci�c peptide; , lysis of control targets without peptide. E:T, e!ector to tar-

get ratio.

4

3

5

1

2

Parameters of CTL assay and data for % Speci�c Lysis - Fig.2 from paper

Figure 4: KEfED variables overlaid onto a data figure from
(Belyakov et al. 2001) to showcase the utility of the KEfED
methodology.

Exploratory analysis of protocol structure across
studies using nonmetric multidimensional scaling
(NMDS)
We ran a set of summary queries over the KEfED database
to count each occurrence of each type of element: processes,
entities, parameters (both with and without data values) and
measurements in each experiment. These lists of elements
were simplified to provide binary features for each experi-
ment that we used to calculate Jaccard similarity scores be-
tween studies (Cox and Cox 1995). We then used the param-
eter counts as features for similarity calculations between
measurements. We then used the isoMDS command from
the ‘R’ statistical analysis software to generate a two di-
mensional representation that treated these similarity scores
as proximities within visualizations to illustrate relation-
ships between experiments. We also reconstructed the full
parameter-based signatures of each occurrence of each mea-
surement and summed the number of experiments that a
given measurement / parameter dependency was present to
develop a statistical approach for examining this depen-
dency.

Results
KEfED Model composition
The aggregated composition of OoEVV elements for the
ten KEfED models were as follows: 8 entities (e.g., Blood
sample, Tissue, etc.); 26 processes (e.g.,Blood collection,
ELISA, Sacrifice, etc); 49 measurements (e.g., Antibody
concentration, Viral load, Antigenemia concentration, etc);
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and 67 parameters (e.g., ‘Post-challenge sampling.Time’,
‘CTL Prms.Stimulating epitope’ etc). Note that we grouped
together parameters for each assay so that parameters that
use the same measurement scale (e.g., ‘time’, ‘antigen’,
etc) in different contexts are considered to be different. We
provide supplementary data of the full models within the
KEfED modeling system as a web archive (*.war) file.

Multivariate analysis across studies
Figure 5 shows the two-dimensional NMDS configurations
calculated from similarities derived from (a) all KEfED
components or (b) parameters, as the features used to cal-
culate proximities. Procrustes comparison between the two
configurations revealed a root mean squared error of 0.047.

Gomez-Roman

2006

Lun

2004

Belyakov

2001

Belyakov

2006

Fuller

2001

Cafaro

2001

Patterson

2001
Rosati

2005

Buge

2003

Muthumani

2003

Figure 5: Two NMDS configurations of KEfED-derived
models based with similarities based on overlap of all
KEfED components (circles) and parameters (labeled ar-
rowheads) related via Procrustes rotations. Labels are stud-
ies’ first author surname with the year of publication.

The layout of Figure 5 is consistent with some known
aspects of the different designs of studies. There are two
quite distinct outliers in this configuration (Gomez-Roman
et al. 2006; Lun et al. 2004). Typically there are four stages
when assays are used to evaluate different aspects of the im-
mune response to viral challenge: (1) pre-immmunization;
(2) post-immunization, (3) post-challenge and (4) post-
sacrifice. Firstly, the study by Gomez-Roman et al. was
based on a different overall experimental setup. Here, the au-
thors used animals from different studies (both infected and
uninfected) to investigate the virulence of a specific type of
vaccine vector. The Gomez-Roman study involved pre- and
post-immunization but no post-challenge or post-sacrifice
steps. Lun et al. perform a longitudinal study in which previ-
ously immunized monkeys are challenged, after which their
post-challenged conditions are examined. The Lun study
contrasts with the other studies that typically perform post-
immunization, post-challenge and post-sacrifice evaluations.

All evaluations incorporate similar combinations of param-
eters across a variety of different measurements. Our inter-
pretation of the grouping of the Buge, Rosati, Patterson and
Muthumani studies is that they use the combination of ap-
proximately the same assays at various points in their exper-
imental designs.

Identifying consistent parameter signatures across
studies
One of the goals of the current study is to identify consistent
patterns of parameter signatures for measurements across
studies as a means to assist with the development of an effec-
tive open-linked data model of scientific observations. The
parameter signatures are generated as pathways through the
KEfED model that always originate at the first entity. For
vaccine protection studies, the first entity is invariably an
nonhuman primate experimental subject (parameterized by
‘NHP ID’). Table 1 provides a summary of the dependency
of each measurement on various parameters across mod-
els. Some measurements are made more than once at dif-
ferent stages in an individual experiment leading to an over-
all count greater than 10 (i.e., ‘Viral load’ has a dependency
count of 15 for ‘NHP ID’).

Table 1: Table of counts of measurements against indexing
parameter set.
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% Specific lysis 2 8 8 8 1 6 1

% Tetramer-positive cells 2 2 2 2

Antibody concentration 3 7 7 7 3 4

Antibody response 4 12 12 12 4 8

Antibody titers 1 4 4 4 1 3

Antigenemia concentration 1 1 1 1 1

Antigenemia presence 1 1 1 1 1

Avidity ratio 1 1 1 1

Cell expansion 1 1 1 1

Cell numbers 1 1 1 1

CTL avidity 1 1 1 1

CTL response 2 8 8 8 1 6 1

Cytokine concentration 3 3 3 3

Cytokine response 3 3 3 3

Cytopathic effect numbers 2 1 2 1 1

Cytoviremia numbers 1 1 1 1 1

Cytoviremia presence 1 1 1 1 1

ELISPOT numbers 1 4 4 4 1 3

ELISPOT response 1 4 4 4 1 3

Erythema 1 1 1

Erythema presence 1 1 1

Induration 1 1 1

Induration presence 1 1 1

Neutralizing antibody concentration 2 2 2 2 2

Neutralizing antibody index 1 1 1 1

Neutralizing antibody response 4 7 8 8 3 3 1

Neutralizing antibody titers 2 4 5 5 1 2 1

Optical density 1 1 1 1

Proliferative response 2 8 8 2 6 8

Proviral DNA copies 3 3 3 2 1 3

Proviral DNA presence 3 3 3 2 1 3

Serotype 1 1

Stimulation index 2 8 8 2 6 8

T cell counts 9 12 11 12 8 2 1

T cell numbers 9 12 11 12 8 2 1

Temperature 1 1

Temperature fluctuations 1 1

Tetramer binding 2 2 2 2

Viral DNA copies 1 2 1 1 2

Viral load 11 13 15 9 2 1 2 15

Viral presence 1 2 2 3 1 1 1 1

Viral RNA copies 11 12 13 9 1 1 1 13

Virus titers 1 1 1 1 1

Weight 1 2 2
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Table 1 shows a preliminary result: the dependency rela-
tionships between measurements and parameters for only a
small number of experiments in a single field of study. Us-
ing experimental design as the guiding principle for building
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data representation of data provides a powerful complete,
‘bottom-up’ approach for designing scientific databases,
since each unique experiment may incorporate additional
parameters of arbitrary complexity creating the situation that
any database with a uniform design across multiple experi-
ments would be (a) dealing with data from a single type of
experiment or (b) simplifying the underlying data (as is the
case with the LANL HIV Database). Our vision is to use this
approach to provide semantic structure for KEfED-driven
‘nanopublications’ that represent precisely the meaning of
the individual experiments that generated them (Groth, Gib-
son, and Velterop 2010).

Discussion and Related work
The field of statistical natural language processing (NLP)
was born when developers found that statistically-driven
engineering approaches improved performance more than
those provided by linguistic expertise (Jurafsky and Martin
2000). The core idea of our work is to follow the same prin-
ciple in developing knowledge engineering technology for
biomedical informatics by gathering statistics of experimen-
tal design across multiple studies.

We curated ten detailed KEfED models from primary re-
search papers and used simple techniques to perform prelim-
inary analyses. Attempting to represent observations faith-
fully ‘as they were originally intended’ highlights important
technical difficulties underlying definitions of experimen-
tal variables: when observations are defined using different
variables, both measuring the same quality, we use ‘mea-
surement scales’ to distinguish between their values (Burns
and Dave 2012). Attempts by the informatics community at
standardization of variable definitions may restrict the abil-
ity of bench scientists to express their data and results. We
cannot assume that our constructs are either valid or prac-
tically useful for scientists unless we survey them. A de-
scriptive approach (rather than a prescriptive one), that de-
livers immediate practical value to scientists without requir-
ing a large shift in data management practices is probably
the most practical way to ensure the creation and adoption
of standards. Incorporating evaluation metrics that directly
address issues such as usability and task performance would
support the uptake of standardized representations (Adel-
man and Riedel 1997).

In our work, we have attempted to assist with usability
by providing a user-friendly tool to enable scientists to build
semantic models of experimental protocols and observations
within a conceptual framework that is technically compre-
hensible to bench scientists (Russ et al. 2011). We used a
relatively simple semantic modeling approach to curate only
ten experimental studies and started to investigate depen-
dency relationships between variables using statistical ap-
proaches. We prioritize these dependency relations within
our work, rather than the closely related issues of the prove-
nance of data (Moreau et al. 2010) or the execution of work-
flows (Gil et al. 2007), since they define the structure of
the statistical assertions that can be made from the data and
are therefore crucial for subsequent analysis. Integrating the
construction of these models seamlessly into the everyday
workflow of scientists and informatics researchers is a high

priority and provides a continuation of earlier work develop-
ing literature-based knowledge management systems (Burns
and Cheng 2006). We are also pursuing the use of KEfED as
a framework for pre-publication data management (Jacobs
et al. 2009).

The Ontology of Biomedical Investigation, or ‘OBI’
(Brinkman et al. 2010) is a community-driven ontology that
seeks to provide terminological elements for use by any
biomedical study. We matched our representation of proto-
col elements (processes, material- and information-entities)
to the core definitions of OBI and intend the tools we con-
struct to facilitate the development of this resource. An-
other important existing representation of measurements,
units and factors is the Experimental Factor Ontology (EFO)
(Malone et al. 2010). Similarly, the Vaccine Ontology (He
and Xiang 2010) provides a set of practical terminology for
vaccine protection studies (as well as an ontological repre-
sentation of statistical analyses) providing a practical termi-
nological repository for us to draw from and contribute to.
At this early stage, we seek to standardize the terminology
used in KEfED model elements with a relatively simple On-
tology Design Pattern (Gangemi and Presutti 2009), called
‘the Ontology of Experimental Variables and Values’ (Oo-
EVV) (Burns and Turner 2012). This system permits defi-
nitions of protocol elements, variables and scales to be cu-
rated and uploaded to the BioPortal ontology repository (see
http://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/3006).

The open provenance model (Moreau et al. 2010) is an ef-
fort to standardize provenance relationships supporting trac-
ing where a dataset in a given study originates from. It does
not capture the dependency relationships between variables
that form the core contribution of the KEfED approach and
interoperability with provenance tools is a priority for fu-
ture work. Our current approach to tracing this dependency
does not work for data transformations after the first act of
direct measurement. We will address this by incorporating
representations concerned with the input and output signa-
tures of data processing steps in scientific workflows (Gil et
al. 2007).

The concept of nanopublications provides a mechanism
for publishing scientific findings as relatively succinct RDF
fragments that make a scientific assertion (Groth, Gibson,
and Velterop 2010). These computational elements should
be typed according to the originating context of the asser-
tion and will also include all necessary provenance informa-
tion to attribute credit to the assertions authors. The KEfED
model provides a framework for adding semantic structure
to these assertions (Russ et al. 2011) and the mechanisms
we describe here could be used to attempt to aggregate many
such assertions and to look for patterns across them. Statisti-
cal NLP provides a rich toolset of analysis methods for prob-
abilistic finite state automata (Jurafsky and Martin 2000)
that may be directly applicable to the aggregation and anal-
ysis of KEfED models.

The presence of a statistically significant effect in experi-
mental data is typically expressed as the upper limit of prob-
ability that the effect could be happening by chance (as a
standard part of a significance test). The way that experi-
mental studies probe the probabilistic dependencies between
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study variables leads us to suggest that the KEfED approach
could be used as a base for probabilistic graphical models
to be used to reason over experiment data from biomedi-
cal experiments. Until now, Bayesian methods have mainly
been applied to genetics and systems biology and there is in-
terest in using them as a general methodology for scientific
discovery (Kell 2012). Our formulation explicitly deals with
variables using different (sometimes qualitative) measure-
ment scales, and future work could investigate how KEfED
might enable Bayesian Networks as a general approach for
reasoning. Of particular interest are mathematical models of
causality (Pearl 2000). In biology, experimentalists investi-
gate causal relationships by manipulating their experimen-
tal paradigm to establish whether conditions composing a
putative mechanism are necessary and/or sufficient for the
resultant phenomenon. For example, a neuroscientist might
block a neurotransmitter’s action pharmacologically to see
if a behavior disappears, demonstrating that the neurotrans-
mitter’s action is ‘necessary’ for the behavior. He may also
use microinfusions of neurotransmitter to attempt to trigger
the behavior to test the ‘sufficient’ condition. KEfED mod-
els could be used as the basis for studying scientific causality
using counterfactuals (Pearl 2000).

Rather than attempting to drive the development of stan-
dardized database schema, minimum information data mod-
els and ontologies for specific domains by focusing on a
human-derived knowledge representation, we propose an al-
ternative approach: construct detailed, accurate models of
the structure and content of experimental observations using
the KEfED framework (or equivalent) to provide a domain-
independent repository of experimental observations. This
could then be queried to derive domain-specific representa-
tions based on scoped, statistically relevant semantic struc-
tures for interpretative models. Such a proposal is consistent
with a biomedical semantic web approach. We also intro-
duce the semantic distinction between observations and in-
terpretations and provides structures for data. The challenge
of this effort would be scalability since the only method
we currently have to build such a system is manual cu-
ration. Existing RDF mashups can consist of billions of
triples whereas we describe manual curation of only ten pa-
pers (Nolin et al. 2012). The comparison between our work
and semantic web mashups misses several points: (A) the
mashups are constructed from resources that had themselves
been manually curated, (B) the vital provenance back to any
supporting experimental data has almost certainly been lost
in these resources and (C) there is no concrete guarantee that
the knowledge included in the synthesis is even accurate.

Building informatics frameworks to assist discovery need
to ensure that unlikely, fortunate, informative coincidences
are both possible within the system and detectable once they
do so. The scale of open-linked data in the existing semantic
is large, but lacks the conceptual structure (based on exper-
imental design) that scientists use to direct and drive their
investigations. KEfED is one possible model to provide the
conceptual backbone to support a large-scale ‘liquid net-
work’ of scientific observations within which we could then
construct automated systems for scientific discovery.
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